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Scarlet-chested Sunbird in nest built in community nest spider web - painting by Jeff Huntly - reproduced with the kind
permission of his daughter Philippa Huntly
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About the Spider Club
The Spider Club of Southern Africa is a non-profit organisation. Our aim is to encourage an interest in
arachnids – especially spiders and scorpions - and to promote this interest and the study of these animals
by all suitable means.
Membership is open to anyone – people interested in joining the club may apply to any committee
member for information.
Field outings, day visits, arachnid surveys and demonstrations, workshops and exhibits are arranged from
time to time. A diary of events and outings is published at the end of this newsletter.

Our Mission Statement
“The Spider Club provides a fun, responsible, social learning experience,

centred on spiders, their relatives and on nature in general.”

Contact Us
Committee
Treasurer

Jaco Le Roux

083 258 8969

jaco@spiderclub.co.za

Editor

Joan Faiola

082 565 6025

joan@spiderclub.co.za

Chairman by default

Astri Leroy

073 168 7187

info@spiders.co.za

Membership

Paul Cowan

082 773 5724

paul@spiderclub.co.za

PRO

Peet Van der Ark

071 609 5790

peetvda@vodamail.co.za

Secretary

Vanora Naude

076 217 8592

vanora@spiderclub.co.za

Webmaster

JP Schutte

076 926 1121

jp@spiderclub.co.za

WEBSITE: http://www.spiderclub.co.za

EMAIL ADDRESS: info@spiderclub.co.za

…. At the Spider Club of Southern
Africa page
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Argiope web from Collins Field Guide to Spiders of Britain and Northern Europe by Michael J Roberts

Yay!! It’s holiday time and if you are going away maybe to the coast or desert or veld and if you are arachnid people
worth your salt you will find arachnids everywhere. Please let us know what you find, YOUR observations, photos and
stories are the best things to go into our Spider Club News.
It is also a time to look back over the year past and forward into the New Year. Our AGM in June was a great gettogether with spider friends old and new, the newest being baby Joshua Lambrechts. Two winter sorting sessions at
ARC Roodeplaat were popular as usual. Robin Lyle is planning to do things a little differently this coming winter with
more emphasis on identifications and working through keys. Sounds exciting to me! The two first field trips of this
season, the first to Cradle Cove near Lanseria and the second to Mogale’s Gate Nature Reserve, Hekpoort district (See
Reuon’s report) yielded surprisingly interesting spiders so I reckon it will be a great spider year. These field
trips/outings/spider walks are such a good way to get hands-on experience with field identification. We have some
good ones planned for the rest of this summer; have a look at our diary on the back page. And remember:

You had better believe it! The club has been going since 1975, I am sure many members of The Spider Club consider
the 1970’s to be history, well it is and some of you weren’t even born in 1975.
th

th

Anyway we would like to celebrate in style and plan t o do this over the long weekend 13 – 16 June 2015. We have
three superb venues to choose from, all self-catering, Lajuma Mountain Retreat in the Soutpansberg at R150 per
person per night, Witsand Kalahari Nature Reserve near Postmasburg Northern Cape at R200 per person per night in
bungalows or R110 per person per night camping see www.witsandkalahari.co.za or Mangweni Private Game Reserve
near Mookgophong/ Naboomspruit in the Waterberg, see www.mangweni.co.za R280 per person per night. The club
will organize and pay for a celebratory dinner and may be able to subsidise accommodation to a certain extent.
PLEASE LET US KNOW if you would like to attend or if you have better ideas for a place to celebrate by e-mailing
info@spiderclub.co.za
Have a great holiday break, Merry Christmas and a very happy and spider-filled 2015.

Yours arachnologically,

Astri
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When compiling the previous issue, I bemoaned the fact that I had so little material to work with. This time we had
quite a change, and the result is a bumper issue of 24 pages, that I hope you will enjoy as much as I did putting it
together.
We have a new paper from Estevam da Silva, who is working on pisaurids, another from Rick Vetter in California, some
wonderful photos from Len de Beer, and other contributions from Rueon Scott, Astri Leroy and Dr David Penney. I also
have to thank Philippa Huntly for allowing me to use some of her father Jeff Huntly’s wonderful spider artwork, which
has really made this edition special.
Charles Griswold of Cal-Academy in California has also promised some contributions from himself and his students –
we really look forward to that.
Thanks to all the contributors for making this edition so remarkable.
In my research for this issue I had contact with some other special people, including James Clarke of the Star, and Larry
Pringle, an American writer of books on nature for children. They both made me feel that what we are doing at the
Spider Club is worthwhile, and possibly unique. So let’s make sure that this club lives on beyond the people who
founded it. I think it deserves that.
And I hope that the contents of this issue remind you once again that we are living on a wonderful continent – that
thought keeps me going when I am sitting in the dark during a power outage.
All the best for a wonderful Festive Season – and drive safe wherever you go.

Yours in spidering

Joan
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BOOKS

BOOK REVIEW: Field Guide to the Spiders of South
Africa by Ansie Dippenaar-Schoeman
Reviewed by Dr David Penney
University of Manchester
432 pages, paperback (155 x 222 mm). Lapa Publishers (www.lapa.co.za),
January 2014; in English; cost R350.00 (= £19.50). ISBN 978-0-799360189.

It is now more than three decades ago that I got my first copy of Dick Jones’ photographic guide to the spiders of
Britain and Northern Europe. I thought it was fabulous, rarely put it down and learnt a great deal from it. The book
reviewed here is its equivalent, but covers the otherwise rather poorly photo-documented spider fauna of South Africa
and has been written by the leading arachnologist of the country, who has almost five decades of experience studying
spiders.
The first 27 pages consist of the normal basic introductory elements, such as morphology, life cycle, how and where to
find spiders, etc. There is a section on medically important species in S. Africa and also highlighted is the importance of
SANSA (South African National Survey of Arachnida), the work of which formed the source data for the book. The
majority of the volume constitutes the field guide, split into four sections based on ecological guild: web dwellers, plant
dwellers, ground spiders – free living, ground spiders – burrow dwellers. The book includes more than 2000
photographs, 120 line drawings and more than 800 distribution maps. It covers 860 species in 372 genera and 70
families, representing slightly more than one third of the total described spider species, many of which are endemic.
The volume ends with a glossary, a further reading section and an index of common names, genera and families.
In addition to the photographs (many of which no doubt represent the first published photographs of the various
species or genera) there is a lot of information in this book. For each family and genus, basic information on natural
history, morphology and diversity is provided, including in some cases comments on the numbers of new South African
species awaiting formal scientific description. For each species entry there are corresponding headings of: description
and behaviour, in addition to a distribution map. There are no keys or illustrations of genitalia, but these would not
really be expected in a field guide anyway. I cannot help but think that a general illustration for each family would have
benefited the beginner, as in many cases the diagnostic features are not always clearly visible in the photographs.
However, such illustrations and other data are available in an earlier book by the same author (Dippenaar-Schoeman &
Jocqué, 1997). I also found the distribution maps a little misleading. I expect these are restricted to specific localities
from which a species has been collected rather than giving a true representation of its range in the country.
The book is well constructed and compact enough to be taken out in the field. Unfortunately, there are plenty of minor
typos throughout in addition to a few more blatant errors. For example, on page 15 it states that the metatarsi (rather
than tarsi) are provided with claws and that the cribellates have a calamistrum on the tarsus (rather than the
metatarsus). Anyphaenidae and Theraphosidae are spelt incorrectly in the contents and in some instances there are
inconsistencies of spelling on the same page, e.g. for the genus Badumna (page 300), which as a recently introduced
genus may be unfamiliar to readers anyway. I also feel that in some cases additional useful or interesting snippets of
information could have been included, such as the specialist woodlouse predatory behaviour of the introduced Dysdera
crocata and the araneophagic preferences of Palpimanidae.
Despite these minor quibbles there can be no doubt that this book represents a giant leap forwards for South African
arachnology. It has been compiled in a manner that will be useful to both the absolute beginner and the more
experienced professional and many of the former will certainly develop into the latter as a result of being inspired by
this work. It will also form a useful ‘guide’ to the identification of spiders elsewhere in Sub-Saharan Africa, at least to
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family level, and also in some cases to genus. I highly recommend this book, which in addition to the above is excellent
value for its cheap price.
Reference
Dippenaar-Schoeman, A.S. & Jocqué, R. 1997. African Spiders An Identification Manual. ARC-Plant Protection Research
Inst., Biosystematics Division, National Collection of Arachnida.
This review first appeared in The Newsletter of the British Arachnological Society Summer 2014, No. 130 and is
reprinted with the kind permission of the editor.

JEFF HUNTLY – Veld Sketchbook
In 2008 Jeff Huntly’s book Veld Sketchbook was published in full colour. Veld
Sketchbook is a collection of some of his finest paintings together with text from his
regular column in the Natal Witness. We feature one of the illustrations from this
book on the front page of this newsletter, and some of his drawings from his earlier
book African Wildlife Sketches are included in the article Wayward Naturalists
elsewhere in this issue. Veld Sketchbook includes some charming articles that
feature spiders in one way or another, beautifully illustrated, and just for the
wonderful art, this book is worth purchasing.
Some bookshops may stock Veld Sketchbook, and Amazon.com has it listed, but
otherwise it is obtainable from Jeff Huntly’s daughter Philippa Huntly, and you can
contact her at huntlyphilippa@gmail.com.

AT LAST! SOME GOOD SCIENCE AND NATURE BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
Laurence Pringle, an American writer, specializes in books for children that present nature and wildlife in a factual,
scientific manner which is also exciting for his readers – in the age group 9 – 12. He has written about bats, frogs,
crocodilians, cicadas: the list goes on. I recommend some of his books below, and cheekily asked him when he is going
to produce a book on spiders – he replied, and told me that there is a book in the pipeline. Billions of Years, Amazing
Changes is possibly the first book to explain evolution to children. Pringle’s children’s books are available at Exclusive
Books (they are not cheap) – here is the link to their online store:
http://www.exclus1ves.co.za/books/search/;jsessionid=E965006E3C38803E279A252BACE9198E?logSearch=true&q=la
urence+pringle

POST SCRIPT:
After reading “the Biggest Baddest Book of Bugs” a seven year old Californian girl wrote to publishers ABDO
complaining about the fact that their Biggest Baddest book series was called Biggest Baddest Books for BOYS. She
pointed out that GIRLS wanted to be entomologists too! The publishing company immediately made the change. Jess
Day from Let Books Be Books hailed Abdo Publishing’s reaction. “What a great, positive, response from the publisher to
Parker’s letter,” she said. “It’s good news that they’re taking off these labels – science topics like space and insects are
for everyone, and it’s a shame when limiting ‘Boys’ and ‘Girls’ labels tell children otherwise.” Source: The Guardian.
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2014/dec/02/publisher-changes-titles-after-seven-year-old-girls-complaint
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SPIDER NEWS
IN MEMORIAM: DR H W AND LORNA LEVI
It was with great personal sadness that John and I heard of the death on 3rd November of Dr. Herbert Walter Levi,
formerly of the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Harvard. In a double blow his wife Lorna died on 15th of
November. We just knew them as Herb and Lorna. She and Herb were partners in life and work for many, many
decades and it is comforting to know that they both died at home and were not apart for long.
As I am sure many of you know they made an immense contribution to the study of arachnology. Although Herb’s
work was mainly on spiders of the United States he was always ready to help those on other continents and answered
queries we sent him right away. Dr. Levi was a mentor of the Spider Club and its members in the early days and gave us
much encouragement. Before there were any useful popular books on southern African spiders the “Golden Guide to
Spiders and their Kin” written by both Herb and Lorna was immensely helpful. John and I first met them in Chicago at
the XIV International Congress of Arachnology and those of you who attended the XV International Congress of
Arachnology at Badplaas in this country in 2001 will surely remember them.

Above: John Leroy and Herb Levi Chicago 1998 on a field trip during the XIV International Congress of Arachnology in that city

In 2007, the International Society of Arachnology introduced the ‘Eugene Simon award’ for lifetime achievement; Dr.
Levi was its first recipient which is a measure of his standing among his peers. He was also an honorary member of the
American Arachnological Society (and The Spider Club of Southern Africa!).
On behalf of The Spider Club and the Leroys we would like to express our sincere condolences to their family, friends,
former students and colleagues.

Astri Leroy
2014.11.20
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ARC-PPRI ROODEPLAT‘s NEW IMAGING EQUIPMENT
When we were last at ARC in August, scientist Robin Lyle showed us their
newly acquired and very expensive micro-imaging system.
The system consists of i) a Zeiss Axio Zoom.V16 microscope and ii) a Zeiss
Axio Imager. M2 compound microscope with Differential Interference
Contrast (DIC) and fluorescence. Both microscopes are fitted with an
AxioCam MRc high resolution camera and Z-stack that are motorised for
reproducible settings and automatic procedures, both essential for
producing high quality images of large reference collections. The equipment
will enable micro-imaging of biological samples ranging from a few
micrometres (fungi, some insects, nematodes) to several centimetres
(arachnids, insects, some fungi). The system delivers extremely high
definition photos of very small objects.
The micro-imaging system is also available to outside users at a very
reasonable rent of R200 per hour (under supervision). Contact us at
info@spiderclub.co.za for the brochure, or Robin Lyle lyler@arc.agr.za if you
are interested in using the equipment.

GAUTENG DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND RURAL
DEVELOPMENT DRAFT GAUTENG NATURE CONSERVATION BILL
Ian Engelbrecht sent us the section on invertebrates from draft nature conservation bill, which seeks to
protect all aspects of nature in the province. Its preamble states its aim:
“To provide for the sustainable utilization and protection of biodiversity within Gauteng; to provide for the
protection of wild and the management of alien animals; protected plants; aquatic biota and aquatic
systems; to provide for the protection of invertebrates and the management of alien invertebrates; to
provide for professional hunters, hunting-outfitters and directors of professional hunting schools; to provide
for the preservation of caves, cave formations, cave biota and karst systems; to provide for zoos and similar
institutions; to provide for the powers and establishment of Nature Conservators; to provide for
administrative matters and general powers; and to provide for matters connected therewith.”
With regard to protected indigenous invertebrates it aims to protect endangered animals and impose
limitations on collection, ownership, transport etc. , and publish lists of such animals in the Provincial
Gazette. The draft bill also places restrictions on the importation of alien invertebrates, and any person
applying for a permit may be required to carry out a prescribed assessment of risks and potential impacts on
biodiversity.
Conviction in case of an offence referred to in section 56 or 58 of the bill may lead to a fine or to
imprisonment for a period not exceeding 10 years or to both a fine and such imprisonment.
Please contact us if you would like us to send you a copy of the draft bill.
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Event Report
FIELD TRIP TO MOGALE’S GATE – 12th October 2014
Report and photos by Rueon Scott
Our team of experts and enthusiasts met at around 09h00 at Mogale’s
Gate Nature Reserve on the 14th of October 2014. Led by Astri and
her husband John, the enthusiasts Rueon, Wendy, Caroline, Cherie,
Niela, Mary-Ann and Pablo set out to capture some eight legged
specimens for identification. Willie (the boss-man at Mogale’s Gate)
joined us for the expedition – he would later claim the group as ‘wild’
for catching spiders with their bare hands.

My first impression of the group - some gathering vials into pockets and backpacks, others checking cameras, others
putting on sun-tan lotion - is that it was wonderful to have four ladies younger than 30 interested in a spider outing.
Then I had wondered why there were no young men around? Perhaps they are afraid of spiders? Perhaps they just
don’t have an interest. It was good to see John and Pablo joining Astri, Mary-Ann and myself after the first outing to
Cradle Cove on 21 September.
After a last check of equipment, we walked up the road Astri as said - but it was in fact down the road. We got into
stride, first admiring the unusual trees near the house and then turning over a few logs, looking on tree bark and slowly
spreading out. Each of us became engrossed in the task of capturing as many spiders as possible over next few hours.
John the first to notice, catch and educate us on a few beautiful Hersilia sp. Maybe Hersilia sericea - long tail bark
spiders. A first for some of us – we had never seen them before - this brought hope and excitement for the rest of the
day. We eagerly set out to discover more.
We continued down to a stream, and then across - by this
time a pattern had set in. Some swiped with a net, others
turned over logs and stones, and others poked into holes with
grass stems; and every now and then there would be a scurry
from someone to get a spider into a vial. It soon turns out to
be wolf spider country and a test of hand speed to gather,
hold, obtain a vial and, with some luck, bottle a very active
eight-legged specimen. We had to later resign ourselves to
accept that more would get away than what we would catch.

Typically, I am the one looking for things other than spiders as well – managed to capture a striped lizard (keen on
biting me), some strange looking red beetles, an unfamiliar stink bug, a number of other insects and, eventually, a crab
(not keen on pinching me) next to the stream. I struggled to focus on spiders alone, with so much other wildlife
abounding, and I find if you catch a few other creatures on the day, it seem so much more successful.
As the temperature rose, our pace slowed down and the spiders sped up. Shady spots became very popular to search
in and any excuse was good enough to have a longer than usual sit down and look for spiders than what one would out
in the heat. I was very grateful for the water bottle and snacks in my backpack and enjoyed these in the shade of the
bush (while ‘looking’ for spiders of course). Those in the group that were more energetic went ahead and then came
back in a loop; others walked just fast enough to keep the rest in sight.
From time to time, someone was too excited about a catch to wait till we all reveal what was in our vials, and a
gathering occurred to identify and discuss, before we continued again. The final part of the walk (around 12h30) was
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at the base of the koppie in hopes of capturing a few scorpions, but this proved less successful. Baboons shouted
intermittently; they had already turned the stones and did not leave any discoveries for us to make. Back at the base
camp, we arrived one by one, each one proudly emptying pockets and pouches with spider-filled vials. Then it was time
for a picnic lunch, identification and release.
We found the following:

FAMILY

SPECIES

COMMON NAME

Araneidae
Clubionidae
Corinnidae

Hairy field spider
Grass sac spider
Dark or ant-like sac spiders

Eresidae
Hersiliidae

Neoscona sp
Clubiona sp
Medmassa? sp
Corinnomma? sp
Dresserus sp
Hersilia sp probably Hersilia sericea

Gnaphosidae

Camillina sp

Linyphiidae
Lycosidae

Oxyopidae
Palpimanidae
Phrurolithidae
Phyxelididae
Salticidae

Scytodidae
Selenopidae
Tetragnathidae
Theridiidae

Thomisidae
Uloboridae

Trachyzelotes sp
Xerophaeus sp
Zelotes sp
Microlinyphia sterilis ♂
Hogna, Pirata, Lycosa?
Pardosa schreineri
Pardosa crassipalpis
Oxyopes sp. Maybe O longispinosa
Palpimanus transvaalicus
Orthobula radiata
Vidole sp probably V sothoana
Natta horizontalis
5 ♂ 1 ♀ not ID’d have been sent to
Charles Haddad
Scytodes sp
Anyphops sp
Tetragnatha subsquamata
Enoplognatha molesta
Euryopis episinoides
Latrodectus imm ♀ (black)
Steatoda sp Steatoda capensis ♂
Theridion spp (several different spp)
Runcinia sp, Xysticus fagei - all ♀s
with egg sacs
Uloborus plumipes

Ground velvet spider
long tail or long- spinnered bark
spiders
Flat-bellied ground spiders

Hammock-web or dwarf spiders
Wolf spiders

Lynx spiders
Palp-footed spiders
Hackled mesh web weavers
Jumping spiders

Spitting spiders
Flatties, flat wall spiders
Long-jawed water orb-web spiders
Comb-footed spiders

Crab spiders
Feather-legged spiders

To be out in nature, whether you catch a spider or not, is a privilege we don’t always appreciate enough. It
takes an outing like this one to realize how fortunate we are to share the space with so many beautiful
creatures. I hope to see a few more of you out there next time.
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UGANDAN SPIDERS
BY LEN DE BEER
On my recent trip to an International Baccalaureate
workshop in Uganda I spied a 4-hour gap in the
proceedings and made up my mind to prove the adage
that luck favours the determined.
I had spent hours slavering over the possible game
reserves of fame and renown and realized that none of
them were going to be within my budget of time or
money. I needed a forest within 10 km of Lubowa (a
very urban area). Google Earth enabled me to locate
and Identify Kaazi forest and find out that it belonged
to the Scouts of Baden Powell fame. It is a tiny scrap
of forest that holds immense arachnological promise
as witnessed by the awesome Isoxya lookalike that I
found in the understorey.
Zika is another tiny forested jewel near Kampala that I
was taken to; it owes its existence to the Zika virus that
has been studied there, because of the mosquitoes
that frequent the adjacent swamp. None of these
places have been exhaustively explored and I am sure
that there is scope for many new species to be found
in these Ugandan fragments of a formerly massive
forested landscape. Let’s find them before all the
forests are gone.

Above: Len at Kaazi, next to Lake Victoria
Below: view of Kaazi forest

The above photos show two views of an araneid that could be in the kite spider genus Isoxya, but so far
we have not been able to identify it. Note the horny projection from the front centre of the abdomen,
clearly shown in the photo at the right. From Kaazi forest, Kampala.
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Left: Another beautiful gasteracanthid,
this time unmistakably a Gasteracantha.
From Kaazi forest, Kampala.

Right:
Yet another member of the Gasteracanthinae,
this time Afracantha camerunensis – from Kaazi
forest, Kampala.

Taxonomically speaking, the Gasteracanthinae are
allied to the Caerostris spp, and this is obvious in the
side view of A. camerunensis shown left.
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Left: unusual salticid from the Zika
forest

Weird tetragnathid from Entebbe
Botanical Gardens

Strange mygalomorph from Entebbe
Botanical Gardens

.
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HOUSE SPIDERS
Crowned nursery-web spiders
Pisauridae: Rothus purpurissatus
By Astri Leroy
Crowned nursery-web spiders are in the moderately diverse spider family Pisauridae, found throughout the world and
known in this country as nursery-web spiders and overseas as fishing spiders. Of course our fishing spiders in the genus
Nilus are also in the family Pisauridae. Crowned nursery-web spiders are sometimes confused with wolf spiders (family
Lycosidae) because of their colouring, but if you look a little closer it can be seen that they are less stocky, their
abdomen is more pointed to the rear, the carapace is narrower and their eye-pattern is very different from that of wolf
spiders. We have also been asked if they are rain spiders and although a well fed, gravid female can be quite large with
a body length of up to 10 mm and a considerable leg span, even so they are much smaller than even a half-grown
Palystes. Adult males are slightly smaller than females, more brightly coloured with a slimmer abdomen and
proportionately longer legs. R. purpurissatus has a rather cute “kuif” of stiff, blonde setae (hairs) sticking out at the
front of its carapace which give it its name of crowned. Colouring varies as do markings as you can see from the photos
below.

They are often found indoors but in reality are much more numerous outdoors. The best time to see them is outside,
after dusk on a summer evening, using a headlamp torch to locate their eye-shine in shrubs and bushes. It is only then
that you will understand how numerous they really are. They can come indoors at any time of year but seem to be
more common when it is cold, often to be found in one spot for weeks where they will quietly overwinter and only
scuttle to a new hiding place if disturbed. They may consider our homes to be the modern equivalent to caves as I
have found them in both the twilight zone and around the mouths of caves in Gauteng. I bet our caveman ancestors
were familiar with them and wonder if cave women squished them or ate them.
Most members of the family Pisauridae build sheet and funnel webs but the three species in the genus Rothus are
active nocturnal hunters that do not build webs, but run down and pounce on their insect prey.
All members of this family can be called “nursery web spiders” - for the silken nursery designed to protect their young.
When a female lays her eggs she covers them in silk—as do many spiders – and carries the resultant spherical, silken
egg sac in her jaws , held under her body. When the spiderlings are due to emerge the mother spider attaches the egg
sac to vegetation and spins a silken nursery around it. She may stand guard either on the egg sac or nearby and when
the little ones emerge they add their own silk to the whole construction. These tiny spiders bunch together within the
nursery until they are ready to disperse. You might see these nurseries amongst the plants during the summer month.
If you blow softly on the mass of spiderlings they move as one, making them look like one much larger creature instead
of tiny vulnerable individuals — protection in numbers.
This was the fifth in our series of articles on interesting spiders found in homes in South Africa. Articles in this series
will be placed on our website after publication in the newsletter.
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PISAURID EYE PATTERNS
Estevam L Cruz da Silva, who is currently working on Pisauridae in Chicago, has kindly allowed us to use his photos of
pisaurid eye patterns. The excellent photos show differences in eye patterns between genera/species, and should be
of use to any of us who need to identify these spiders.
Some of the species do not occur in Africa.
The following species is on the South African List although not noted so in the World Spider Catalog:
Maypacius bilineatus

PHOTO array 1

Photo array 2

Top left: Perenethis simoni (Africa, Comores, incl
South Africa)
Top right: Maypacius curiosus (Congo)
Centre left: Euprosthenops australis (Africa) (South
Africa)
Centre right: Euprosthenopsis pulchella (South
Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland)
Bottom left: Chiasmopes lineatus (Central, East,
Southern Africa)
Bottom right: Maypacius bilineatus (Central, East
Africa, Madagascar)

Top left: Dendrolycosa cruciata (Tanzania)
Top right: Sphedanus quadrimaculatus (the Far East)
Centre left: Nilus margaritatus (Central, South
Africa)
Centre right: Bradystichus calligaster (New
Caledonia)
Bottom left: Rothus purpurissatus (Africa, Israel, incl
South Africa)
Bottom right: Thaumasia heterogyna (Panama to
Brazil)
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WAYWARD NATURALISTS
By Joan Faiola
Illustrations by Jeff Huntly
Every country has had its tradition of amateur (as opposed to scientific) writers on nature, and South Africa is no
exception. But lately I have not seen any books by such writers. Is it because we are now all serious and scientific? Or
perhaps it’s because there’s no money to be made from this type of writing.
Dudley D’Ewes (1905 – 1980) was a South African with a very interesting history. He was an intellectual, having an MA
in Classics from UCT as well as a BA (Hons) from Oxford. He worked as a correspondent for the Cape Times. He wrote a
number of books, about his own history, gardening and nature. Like most true naturalists, he understood and liked
spiders and his book Wayward Naturalist, published in 1967, contains several essays about spiders, including araneids.
Many of his observations were made in his own garden, and generally his studies were of the Cape region in which he
lived. One of the spiders he studied was the Cape rain spider Palystes castaneus, and it is he who reported possibly the
only adverse reaction to a Palystes bite mentioned in the scientific literature. This was reported to him by a reader in
Rondebosch whose wife was bitten twice by the same spider when she thrust her arm (twice) into hydrangeas when
watering them. The Palystes nest was found inside the bush, and the arm coming so close must have enraged the
mother-spider. At first the lady had no ill effects except redness at the bite site, but later that evening she became
dizzy and nauseous, and her arm was swollen and painful, with discoloration at the point of entry of the venom. It took
her several days to recover. D’Ewes also wrote lovingly of araneids observed in his garden, and vainly tried to ascertain
whether the araneids consumed the silk when they dismantled their webs at dawn.
Jeff Huntly was an artist, born in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) in 1931, who was at some time a prospector in the Great
Dyke region, and thus wandered the area, making observations and drawings of what he saw. He painted wildlife for
postage stamps, and designed the first coins for the newly independent Zimbabwe (1980). He moved to South Africa in
1983. Some older readers might remember his regular weekly articles Veld Sketchbook in the Star and Natal Witness.
In 1990 his book African Wildlife Sketches was published, wholly illustrated by his own wonderful drawings. The book
contains several articles on spiders, including baboon spiders. This article contained an anecdote of his aunt, who
when ‘lifting her glass of drinking water to her lips one night
she felt the soft touch of hair against her mouth. She
calmly returned the glass to its place on the bedside
table and found her torch. In the torch-light she saw the
spider, whose eye-cluster shone like a diamond as it
clung to the tumbler.” Huntly’s aunt released the spider
outside, and only after that did she “allow herself to get
a fright!”

Huntly also wrote of community nest spiders
(Stegodyphus spp), describing in loving detail how these
spiders work as a team. One of his other articles was on
‘Termite-funnel spiders’, describing the jumping spiders
and their hunting techniques in the long open funnel of a
termite mound. He recalled how they avoided the
soldier termites, and attacked the soft workers from
behind. He also proposed that the activities of the
spiders kept the clay chimneys from being built higher.
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Both D’Ewes and Huntly wrote of the hunting techniques of the flower crab spider. Dudley D’Ewes noted that prey
capture by these spiders is a precise and skilled operation. The prey is bitten at the joint of the head and the thorax,
and the venom must be pretty strong. He thought that the spiders must be ‘prodigiously’ strong, as they could carry
their prey higher without any difficulty. Huntly commented that crab spiders and their methods give lie to the idea of a
‘kind and benevolent Creator’. Whereas D’Ewes illustrated his book with photos of the thomisid (the fine photos not
being done great justice by the printing techniques of the time), Huntly included a delightful drawing of a spider with a
butterfly it has caught on a Vernonia plant.

Arachnology needs observers like these two writers: there is still so much to find out about the behaviour of spiders
and other arthropods, and amateurs can contribute greatly to our knowledge.
Both Wayward Naturalist and African Wildlife Sketches are available second hand from Abe Books UK. Prices range
from around £6 to £57, that high price being commanded by a fine limited edition copy in a slip case of African Wildlife
Sketches.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Drawings by Jeff Huntly reproduced by kind permission of his daughter Philippa Huntly.

SOURCES
The Wayward Naturalist: Dudley D’Ewes – Howard
Timmins: Cape Town 1967
African Wildlife Sketches: Jeff Huntly – Ashanti
Publishing Limited: Gibraltar 1990 ISBN 1874800057
(Standard Edition)
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NEW PAPER:
Description of the males of Euprosthenops australis Simon, 1898 and
Euprosthenopsis pulchella (Pocock, 1902) (Araneae: Pisauridae)
ESTEVAM L. CRUZ DA SILVA & PETRA SIERWALD
Division of Insects, Field Museum of Natural History, 1400 S Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL, 60605,
USA
Amazingly the males of these two pisaurid species, very common in the South African veld, are only now being
described to science. Estevam Da Silva and his colleagues are working on Pisauridae. A number of papers have already
been published apart from this one, and hopefully in future there will be other papers covering in particular the species
occurring in Southern Africa.
Euprosthenops australis has its stronghold in southern Africa, but is also found further north in the continent. On the
other hand, Euprosthenopsis pulchella appears to be endemic to the southern African region. Both species make large
sheet webs in vegetation. The paper differentiates the genera by their respective position in the web, Euprosthenops
australis moving upside down under the sheet web, and Euprosthenopsis on top of the sheet.
Male spiders are principally diagnosed to species from their palps, and the paper is beautifully illustrated with macro
photos of the palps of both species, and with photos taken using an electron microscope. Examples of illustrations from
the paper are given below.
We are indebted to Estevam and his colleagues for this valuable work on South African spiders.

Above left: views of the male palp of Euprosthenops
australis
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ANOTHER PAPER ON HUMAN-ARACHNID INTERACTION submitted by RICK VETTER
Spiders (Araneae) Found in Bananas and Other International Cargo Submitted to North American
Arachnologists for Identification
RICHARD S. VETTER, RODNEY L. CRAWFORD, AND DONALD J. BUCKLE
J. Med. Entomol. 51(6): 1136 -1143 (2014); DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1603/ME14037

It is well known that spiders are unwittingly transported in international and other cargo, bananas being the cargo
most commonly found to harbour such spiders. In South Africa there was a famous case where a well-known
supermarket chain had to explain why a customer found Cheiracanthium furculatum (long legged sac spider) in fruit
bought at the store. But generally the furore caused by finds of this nature is reserved for the big and hairy spiders
transported from Central and South America to North America and Europe. Central and South America boast some
awesomely large sparassids and ctenids, which are by and large harmless. The problem arises when these harmless
species are mistaken for the highly toxic Phoneutria spp (Ctenidae). The study focused on the species most commonly
found in cargo and provided a key to enable laymen to correctly identify the spiders, and a list of spiders noting the
cargo they were found in.

Left: Photos of large spiders
mentioned in the text all taken by Rick
Vetter.
3. Heteropoda venatoria male and
female (Sparassidae).
4. Female red-faced banana spider,
Cupiennius chiapanensis (Ctenidae).
5. Female spotlegged banana spider, C.
getazi (Ctenidae).
6. Redlegged banana spider,
C. coccineus (Ctenidae)
7. Female Phoneutria boliviensis (Ctenidae)
– not as dangerous as P. fera, which does
not occur near human commerce.
8. A rather attractive theraphosid,
Hapalopus sp.

The most frequently submitted spiders were the pantropical huntsman spider Heteropoda venatoria, a sparassid
related to and similar in appearance to our Palystes spp, and a harmless ctenid the red-faced banana spider Cupiennius
chiapanensis. Spiders of medical importance were rare although some species of Latrodectus are on the list of around
29 species in 12 families discussed (but no Latrodectus were found in bananas). Lack of experience with non-native
fauna caused several experienced American arachnologists to misidentify harmless ctenid spiders (Cupiennius.
chiapanensis, and the spot-legged banana spider, C. getazi) as highly toxic Phoneutria spiders. The misidentifications
could have led to unnecessary problems such as unwarranted eradication measures, heightened employee anxiety, and
spoilage of perishables.
From our point of view in South Africa, there is not much chance of seeing these spiders in our imported cargo, mainly
because we grow our own bananas! But fear and ignorance of spiders is universal.
Reliable information on Phoneutria species can be obtained from http://www.wandering-spiders.net/phoneutria/ a
site of the Naturkunde Museum, Karlsruhe, Germany.
Visit Rick’s spider website: http://spiders.ucr.edu/. Rick generously shares his knowledge, and most of his papers are
free downloads. This paper is not yet listed on the site, but we will forward a copy on request.
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LAST WORDS
Cool Rain spider – photo by Annalien Marsh, who said: “photo of a rain spider relaxing and sunning itself
on our gate post. We live in Nova Constantia, Cape Town. He/she lived for a while in and out and around
our postbox until the postman unfortunately unknowingly squashed him/her with the lid of the postbox.
Very sad. “

We’ve found some new spider-bloggers, and at www.scilogs.com we found this great blog written by
Catherine Scott, an MSc student in British Columbia, Canada. (Though I think she has just successfully
defended her thesis.)
http://www.scilogs.com/expiscor/what-happens-when-you-poke-prod-and-pinch-black-widow-spiders-youmight-be-surprised/
Catherine has her own blog site at http://spiderbytes.org/ and there are some great blogs with high quality
photos.
It’s time we South African spider-defenders started our own blogs, and maybe soon - we will!

And finally, an Australian study has shown that urban spiders grow bigger and have more offspring than
their country cousins due to better food supply – a no-brainer really, because we see something similar with
weaver-birds here in South African towns!
http://www.wired.com/2014/08/city-spiders/
Don’t tell your arachnophobe friends, though!
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The Spider Club of Southern Africa
www.spiderclub.co.za

Diary 2015
Please note: All events are free to paid-up members and R50 per family for those who have not paid the
annual subscription of R120. Some venues however require an entrance fee which must be paid by each
individual. For field trips we will supply vials, magnifiers, plastic pill bottles and some other basic
collecting equipment but please bring your own if you have as well as any reference books, a picnic lunch,
adequate water, a hat and good walking shoes.

KLIPRIVIERSBERG NATURE RESERVE ARACHNID SURVEY
Summer 2015
Joan Faiola, Paul Cowan and Morné Brits are carrying out a survey of the arachnids of Klipriviersberg Nature
Reserve, and the survey has now been extended indefinitely, but will henceforth be conducted in a much
more relaxed manner. We are now homing in on the species we have missed so far, and will concentrate
more on sweeping and beating than hitherto.
If you would like to join in our activities please contact Joan Faiola or Paul Cowan on info@spiderclub.co.za.
We will then put you on our KNR mailing list.
We will be holding sorting sessions for the Klipriviersberg project from time to time at short notice at Joan’s
house. Please contact us at info@spiderclub.co.za. if you are interested in attending and we can notify you
when a session is arranged.

DAY OUTING NORTH OF PRETORIA
Plot 69, Lusthof, Pretoria Rural off the R101
25°28'34.8"S 28°13'53.5"E
Saturday 17th to Sunday 18th January
Lourens’ cell phone if you get lost is 082 784-1497. Lourens Botha has kindly invited us to visit his farm
north of Pretoria to check the arachnids found there. We will do a night walk so we can arrive on Saturday
17th and spend the night or you can come just for the Sunday. Bring your own food, sleeping bag and
camping mattress to sleep in farmhouse or you can camp. Please book with info@spiderclub.co.za or 073
168-7187. We will send you a map when you make your booking.

WALK IN THE WALTER SISULU NATIONAL BOTANICAL GARDEN
Malcolm Road, Poortview
GPS Co-ordinates: 27°50'40.7"E 26°05'13.8"S
Saturday 7th February 2015 - 8.00 am to 1.00 pm
Botanical Society members get free entry, but everyone else will have to pay the entry fee of R35 per adult pensioners, disabled and bona fide students R25 scholars R12. If you have never visited this National
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Botanical Garden, you are in for a treat. There is a huge natural area, grassland, protea veld, rocky areas,
wetlands and an enormous variety of spiders have been recorded. If you don’t want to picnic the Eagle’s
Fare Restaurant serves a good meal. For directions go to the SANBI website:
www.sanbi.org.za/gardens/walter-sisulu for directions and book at info@spiderclub.co.za

WALK IN MORELETA KLOOF NATURE RESERVE
Meet at Helios Street entrance, Moreleta Park, Pretoria
25°49’1.750” S - 28°17’27 492”
Sunday 8th March 2015 – 8.30 am to 1.00 pm
We will join the Friends of Moreleta Kloof N.R. and will give the Friends and City of Tshwane Nature
Conservation a checklist of the arachnids we find. Please book on info@spiderclub.co.za

DAY OUTING TO THABELA THABENG – VREDEFORT DOME
Near Parys, Free State
Sunday 19th April 2015
Details to be confirmed later.

WEEKEND OUTING NORTH OF PRETORIA
Plot 69, Lusthof, Pretoria Rural off the R101
25°28'34.8"S 28°13'53.5"E
Friday 1st May to Sunday 3rd May 2015
For directions see map on next page. Lourens’ cell phone if you get lost is 082 784-1497. Lourens Botha has
kindly invited us to visit his farm north of Pretoria to check the arachnids found there. We will do a night
walks so you can arrive on Friday or Saturday or just come for one day. If you want to spend the night or
nights please bring your own food, sleeping bag and camping mattress to sleep in farmhouse or you can
camp. Please book with info@spiderclub.co.za or 073 168-7187. We will send you a map when you make
your booking.

YEBO GOGGA 2015 AT WITS UNIVERSITY
Oppenheimer Life Sciences Building
13th to 17th May 2015
The Spider Club returns to Yebo Gogga after taking a break in 2014. More details will be announced as
information becomes available. Set up will be on 11th or 12th May, and any help with this will be
appreciated. If you are free on the weekdays, perhaps you would like to help man the stand. If you are able
to help please contact info@spiderclub.co.za or Joan Faiola.

THE GAUTENG OUTDOOR EXPO
Friday 29th to Sunday 31st May 2015
Waterfall Polo Estate, Midrand
Set up on 28th May. If you are able to help please contact info@spiderclub.co.za
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40TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
Long weekend (if you take the Monday off!) 13th – 16th June 2014
This will incorporate our Annual General Meeting and will probably be somewhere quite distant, details to
follow.

Keep your eyes on your e-mail and our Facebook page as other events may be organised, sometimes at
quite short notice. We will attempt to give you fair warning and those who do not have access to e-mail
will be sent a text message.
Norman Larsen is at the Cape Union Mart Adventure Centre, Canal walk in Cape Town every Saturday
between 11 am and 12 noon to demonstrate and talk about SPIDERS!
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